
Highlight the word sugar in these sentences.

Do you take sugar in your tea?

I have no sugar left.

The cake needs more sugar.

Please pass the sugar.

Trace the word sugar. 
 

Find and circle the  
word sugar.

Add the word sugar to these sentences. 
 

I went to the shop to buy                           , cheese and milk. 

The dentist said, “Too much                            can be bad for your teeth.”

Clap the word sugar.

Finish off the word sugar.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: sugar 1

sugar
steak

sure sure

sugar
sure

shouldsugar
sure

sug_ _ _ _ _ar

_ _ _ _r s_ _ _ _

steak

should

sugar sugar

__ __ __ __ __sugar
sugar
sugar

Write the letters from the word sugar inside the boxes.



Highlight the word beautiful in these sentences.

You are beautiful.

She has a beautiful dress.

The beautiful birds flew away.

Who is that beautiful lady?

Trace the word beautiful. 
 

Find and circle the  
word beautiful.

Add the word beautiful to these sentences. 
 

Do you think I look                           ?

The paintings in the gallery were                           .

There was a                           sunrise this morning.

Clap the word beautiful.

Finish off the word beautiful.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: beautiful 2

beautiful
behind

beautiful
both

beautiful

both
behindbehind

beautiful

beaut_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _iful

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ul b_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

both
both

both
beautiful

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __  beautiful
Write the letters from the word beautiful inside the boxes.

beautiful
beautiful



Highlight the word improve in these sentences.

I want to improve my score.

You can improve if you try.

How do I improve my handwriting?

Trace the word improve. 
 

Find and circle the  
word improve.

Add the word improve to these sentences. 
 

We need to                            our French.

I hope the weather will                            next week.

How can I                          my work?

Clap the word improve.

Finish off the word improve.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: improve 3

improve
prove

improve
improve

whole
whole

everyimprove

where
impr_ _ _ _ _prove

_ _ _ _ _ _ e i_ _ _ _ _ _

whole
every

improve
whole

__ __ __ __ __ __ __improve
Write the letters from the word improve inside the boxes.

improve
improve



Highlight the word whole in these sentences.

I ate the whole cake. 

Please can you tell me the whole story?

We spent the whole day at the beach.

Trace the word whole. 
 

Find and circle the  
word whole.

Add the word whole to these sentences. 
 

I have known him my                            life.

We were planning to stay the                            week. 

I slept through the                          film.

Clap the word whole.

Finish off the word whole.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: whole 4

would
whole

whole
water

whole

would
whowho

who
wh_ _ _ _ _ _le

_ _ _ _e w_ _ _ _

whole

whole
water who

__ __ __ __ __whole
Write the letters from the word whole inside the boxes.

whole
whole



Highlight the word clothes in these sentences.

I have new clothes.

The clothes got wet in the rain.

Do you have warm clothes?

Sara changed her clothes.

Find and circle the  
word clothes.

Add the word clothes to these sentences. 
 

His                            looked old and full of holes.

I have some nice                           for the party.

We put our                           on in a hurry.

Clap the word clothes.

Finish off the word clothes.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: clothes 5

could
clothes

could clothes

clothes

could
childrenclothes

clothes
clo_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _es

_ _ _ _ _ _s c_ _ _ _ _ _

could
climb

children
climb

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Write the letters from the word clothes inside the boxes.
Trace the word clothes. 

 clothes
clothes
clothes


